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A Discussion of Developing a Programming Education 
Portal 

BALLA Tamás, KIRÁLY Sándor 

Abstract. The dynamically developing IT industry is struggling with the lack of qualified software 
developers. The number of students in this area could be increased if more youngsters were familiar 
with programming in the public education system. The developed kodosulosuli.hu portal offers interactive 
programming courses and coding challenges in four different programming languages: C++, C#, Java, 
and Python for free. Our goal with the design and development of kodolosuli.hu was to give the younger 
generation the opportunity to learn the basics of programming in a playful way. We started operating 
the portal in 2015. In this paper, we primarily present the experience gained over the last 5 years and 
the results of the analysis of the data collected during the operation of the portal. Based on the collected 
experiences, both the completed improvements and the possible future development directions are 
presented. This paper also outlines our future goals, which are primarily aimed at enhancing learning 
efficiency. 

Keywords: educational games, adaptive learning, computer programming  

1. Introduction 

In IT education, the acquisition of algorithmization skills and the development of problem-solving 
thinking are becoming increasingly important. If we look at the current (2020) National Core 
Curriculum, it can be seen that this goal, this aspiration, is clearly emphasised. The National Core 
Curriculum defines the educational goal of the field of informatics (“Digital culture”) as 
”algorithmization and coding play an important role in the course, as it promotes the development 
of competencies such as problem solving in a digital environment, creativity, collaboration and 
logical thinking.” (Magyar Közlöny, 31 January 2020 No. 17: National Core Curriculum p. 140.) In 
the last few years, achieving this goal was extremely difficult due to the lack of sufficient lessons 
(45 minutes once a week). This problem has proved all the more acute, since there are many 
programmers missing from the job market, and it would be beneficial if secondary schools were to 
orient students towards the software development profession. To do this, it is essential to 
familiarize students with programming before applying to higher education institutions. 

Recognizing this problem, we set ourselves the goal of creating courses where students can acquire 
programming skills online in the most popular (C++, C, Java, Python) programming languages. 
We examined the LMS systems that are available free of charge in order to determine which one 
to use during the preparation of the courses. The most important goal during the course 
development was that we would be able to check the source codes submitted by students in an 
automated way. We found that there is no appropriate, small and compact LMS framework in place 
to check practice-oriented tasks in all three languages. Therefore, we decided to build our own 
framework, which provides the above possibility, and it is definitely advantageous to implement 
our own software system due to the easier implementation of future improvements. 

As a result, we created the kodolosuli.hu portal, which provides online courses in C#, C++, Java and 
Python programming languages for free (after registration). We have been operating the portal for 
about five years, and the aim of our article is to present the experiences, the completed 
improvements and to formulate future development directions. During the development of the 
portal, one of our goals was to create an e-learning environment that maintains a high level of 
student activity, student engagement, which enables guided discovery [3],[6],[10],[16],[17],[23][26]. 
Our goal during the development of the portal as well as the courses was to place a strong emphasis 
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on the involvement of playful applications in the courses, which increase motivation and help faster 
and easier processing and understanding, thus making the learning process more efficient 
[1],[4],[19],[20],[21],[28].  

In our portal, the courses are gamified. They contain game elements in a non-game context: points, 
incentive and immediate feedback, and after completing the different sections, users get 
information and screenshots about the downloadable, reward program. This software becomes 
available for students after completing the course. We have not implemented leaderboards, since 
in our experience, it motivates the best N students, and others are more frustrated by leaderboards. 
We have also developed 19 games to encourage learning of programming.  

There are numerous games types that can enhance the effectiveness of a programming course. 
Games that use some kind of computing machinery (e.g., personal computer or a smartphone) are 
called digital games. A serious game is a digital game created with the intention of entertaining 
and achieving at least one additional goal, for example learning or health [5]. According to the 
aforementioned definitions, our developed game programs are serious games with a developed 
didactic purpose. Unlike serious games, educational or didactic games are definitely educating 
tools serving a didactic purpose. They can be defined as interactive, competitive lessons with 
defined learning outcomes that enable students to have fun during knowledge acquisition. Their 
goal is not merely fun, but they also contain an educational component [2]. Playing with some of 
our programs in the portal, students can simulate the working of computer programming code 
structures following the given instructions that help them to understand the working of codes. 
Following the definition [25], these games are not only education games but also Instructional 
Simulation Games as shown in Figure 1. Learners using textboxes, buttons, and slide bars can 
run or stop the experiment, which is a simplified version of reality, and change the parameters of 
the phenomena within a framework of rules. 

 

Figure 1: Game types 

Our site offers real coding tasks related to the current lessons, contains animations and social media 
access (Facebook and Twitter).  
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2. The structure of the portal 

The kodolosuli.hu portal offers free, online, C++, C#, Java, and Python programming languages 
courses in Hungarian. During the implementation of the framework, the LMS system was designed 
so that the courses could be structured as a series of chapters that consist of a series of lessons. 
Depending on the type, the lessons may include tasks as well as game programs, the purpose of 
which is to practice and deepen the acquired knowledge. 

The website was written in PHP5 according to the MVC pattern.  The curriculum, the users’ data 
and their acts are stored in a MYSQL database in 17 tables as opposed to the game applications 
that can be found in folders. Currently, there are two types of users who can access to the System: 
students and the administrators. Students can access only the curriculum unlike the administrator 
who has full access to both the materials and the users’ data.  

After login, students need to choose a language they wish to learn.  The material to be learned can 
be found on the left side of the screen.  The exercise belonging to the current topic is on the right 
side (see Figure 2).   

 

Figure 2: The main user interface of the portal. The curriculum is on the left side, the exercise and the code panel 
are on the right side 

The aim of the chapters is to integrate the logically related knowledge elements and lessons into 
one unit, as shown in Figure 3. The courses for the four programming languages are structured in 
such a way that by completing the course, students are thoroughly prepared from basic types of 
process-oriented programming. The most important chapters in the curriculum are basic types, 
variables, I/O operations, operators, branches, loops, complex data structures (array, list, structure, class), methods, 
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text file management, exceptions. The programming theorems, which play a key role in programming 
education, have been inserted into the individual lessons starting from the beginning of the chapter 
of Loops [24],[29]. 

 

Figure 3: List of chapters (Java) 

A linear sequence of lessons forms a chapter. We distinguish three types of lessons: curriculum 
with assignments, independent assignment, independent curriculum. Independent teaching 
materials may contain blocks of text, audiovisual elements to support the learning process, and 
games may also be included here.  
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Figure 4: An independent task with a picture that depicts the problem 

It is possible to create lessons with short tasks, in which case, in addition to the curriculum, short 
sets of tasks appear on the right side to help students master the specific part of the lesson (see 
Figure 2). For most of the lessons, we have attached more than one practice.  

The third type of task is the independent task, in which case we expect the solution of a complex 
practical task (see Figure 4). The learner solves the task with the help of the development 
environment, uploads the source code to the server, which translates it, and decides whether the 
solution is correct based on the output answers given to the input defined by the program (see 
Figure 5). The programs are run by the system, so we considered it important that no matter how 
simple the tasks are, the programs should run in a sandbox similar to the one used on the 
progcheck.nejanet.hu portal [15]. Accordingly, a run time limit of 1 second is set for all programs. 
Memory and hard disk cannot be accessed directly by programs, and programs that try to do so 
will not be run. 
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Figure 5: An independent task after grading the uploaded solution 

3. Improving the effectiveness of courses 

At the beginning, our courses were available at kodolosuli.nejanet.hu. Secondary school students tested 
the portal at this stage in 2014. Most of them completed the courses and gave feedback that enabled 
us to correct pitfalls.  

In an online environment, students’ performance can be influenced by several factors that stem 
from students' individual habits and characteristics. These include the ability of students to 
maintain their attention, their intrinsic motivation to learn [6],[12]. It is also possible to influence 
these factors in an online environment, as we have the opportunity to increase engagement, which 
can be defined as a student’s cognitive process, active and emotional participation in the learning 
process [4],[20],[28]. All three factors of commitment (cognitive, behavioral and emotional) can be 
increased if the text of the curriculum is not only professionally correct, but also good in style and 
personal in tone [7]. The thought-provoking effect of the text can be facilitated by the inclusion of 
interesting examples, good metaphors, sometimes astonishing and provocative recordings, 
questions, contradictions, surprising and in many cases humorous twists [12],[13]. We have 
modified the text of the curriculum accordingly. 

Then we moved to kodolosuli.hu and opened the courses for university students who also helped us 
in correcting errors in 2015. Then we made the portal available for anyone after registration.  

After about one hundred registrations, we checked their interactions and submissions to find the 
weak spots of the courses. Since all the submissions are stored in a database, we were able to find 
the tasks that proved extremely difficult. The coding tasks that most students could only solve with 
additional help have been changed, as well as the study material belonging to that task. After 
implementing these improvements, users were able to solve coding tasks more efficiently which 
means that they were able to solve each task from fewer attempts. 

The next step was that we have made our programming courses gamified. They contain game 
elements in a non-game context as we mentioned in the first section. The usefulness of the 
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electronic environment has a significant effect on student satisfaction, which is why it is worth 
striving to make the content applicable in real life [9]. Accordingly, exercises and coding tasks that 
students need to complete are applicable to real life to allow students to feel the usefulness of the 
portal [9]. Practical exercises, such as finding the closest defibrillator to save a life, writing a code 
that can control the descent of a spacecraft onto a planet, how to move an object from a given 
(X,Y) coordinate to another position as fast as possible or controlling the parking sensor of a car 
can increase the efficiency of the e-learning environment. The decision theorem should also be 
applied if the task is worded as follows: “Given a point, the center and radius of a circle, decide if 
the point is inside the circle”. To make this task sound more exciting, it is phrased as “We know 
the range of a laser cannon and the coordinates of the incoming enemy object. Let’s decide if it is 
worth firing with the cannon.” (Figure 6). 

For difficult tasks, we created videos and animations to motivate students to come up with a 
solution. 

 

Figure 6: An animation to motivate students to come up with a solution 

When creating an effective e-learning environment, the developers should strive to make the 
learner feel that the teacher, the instructor is present, accessible, so that the feeling of cognitive 
presence is realized [9]. Therefore, we have integrated the Disqus system into the portal, which is 
suitable for building communities. Social media is also available, most specifically FaceBook and 
Twitter. 

In 2016, after gaining more than 400 registered users, we started to develop 19 educational game 
programs that cannot only foster motivation during the playing process but provide faster 
understanding, since students needed less attempts to solve coding tasks. Most of them are 
educational simulation games, but we have also implemented games that help in memorisation 
(memory cards, board game and hangman) and also ones that measure how well the learner has 
understood the material. 
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They were written in HTML5 and JavaScript and added to the course right before a coding task. 
In this paper, we introduce two of them with their learning objectives and learning activities. 

3.1 The developed educational games 

According to Vihavainen et al. in [27], the intervention of educational games in programming 
courses raises pass rates by 10.8% on average. We were curious, whether developing and adding 
educational games to our portal can improve its effectiveness.  

3.1.1 Counting factorial by calling a function 

 

Figure 7: Writing a function with one parameter and calling it. Parameter types can be set by user 

Learning goal: how to call a function with one parameter, and what happens after calling this 
function. In the game, the line of the programming statement to be currently executed is blue. If 
the parameter types are not correct, a warning message is displayed and the program cannot be 
executed (see Figure 7). Students can observe the flow the execution.  

Activity: player has to set the value and the type of the current parameter, the type of the formal 
parameter and the type of the return value.  
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3.1.2. Throw different exceptions 

Figure 8: A game for better understanding of exceptions. 

Learning goal: how to catch exceptions and how to trigger an exception. In the game, the line of 
the programming statement to be currently executed is blue. Students can observe the flow of the 
execution: what causes an exception and when, and which catch block will be executed after 
throwing an exception. 

Activity: player has to modify statements in the code to throw the requested exception (see Figure 
8).  

3.2 Measuring the effect of the developed games 

We have also implemented traditional board games such as Match Pairs Memory Game, Hangman 
and two own-developed board games, but because they were placed in the portal more than once 
with different contents, we could not measure their efficiency. Fifteen educational games were 
placed immediately before an exercise which are followed by another exercise on the current topic 
for which the game was created, everything else remained unchanged. 

We compared the performance of the last 200 students (control group) who registered and 
completed the last chapter in the curriculum before the game programs had been added into the 
Java course, and the first 200 students (experimental group), who registered and completed the last 
chapter in the curriculum, after the addition of the games in the supported coding tasks. We 
examined how many students were able to solve the first and the second exercises after the first or 
second try from the 200, before adding the games to the portal (control group) and after adding 
them to it (experimental group). 
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The results were impressive and proved that with our thematic didactic game programs, users were 
able to solve coding tasks more effectively (with less attempts). We published the results in an other 
paper [14]. 

4. Directions for further development, opportunities 

Our most important goal is to implement new, advanced courses in all four languages that move 
from the process-oriented world to the basics of object-oriented programming. Obviously, this 
involves the development of new curricula, games and tasks. 

Due to the popularity of the Python language, we have added it to the list of courses, therefore it 
has been available since 1st September 2020. It was not possible to add all the developed games to 
the Python course due to the peculiarities of the Python language compared to the other three 
languages. It is planned to develop educational games that take into account the specifics of the 
Python language. 

Another important goal is to examine how effective the structured curricula is, along with exercises 
that help to practice and deepen skills. We consider it important to implement functions in the 
framework with the help of which the efficiency of the curriculum and the reliability of the tests 
can be measured. This way, the framework also becomes suitable for building tests that really 
measure knowledge about the course. Here it is necessary to develop computational functions 
related to the topic of test theory, which can ensure the reliability, authenticity and objectivity of 
the tasks. 

On the other hand, expanding the toolbar can also be important. At the moment, the programs 
implemented by the users are examined in terms of (in the case of stand-alone tasks) what output 
it produces for a pre-determined input. It is obviously enough for beginners to test a task at this 
level, but in the long run it is much more useful to build the expression tree for the source based 
on the language rules and subject it to preliminary analysis. In the long run, we will also able to 
check whether the required subroutines can be found in a program with the appropriate 
parameters, or in the case of new courses it is possible to determine whether the right object class 
with the appropriate fields and methods exists. This step can also be important for efficiency 
analysis, as the end goal is to achieve not only the right but also the right and effective resources. 
The efficiency analysis of algorithms and programs can be performed classically in three areas: 

(1) Execution time is an important factor for both the user and the server programs. This is 
also relatively easy to measure at the moment, only the difference between the start time and the 
stop time of the program after compilation should be taken into account. 

(2) Storage requirements, in which we examine how much memory space the program uses 
during its operation. This is difficult to examine in the current implementation, in the future a 
measurement methodology must be created in the framework. 

(3) Complexity indicators, which assigns some degree of complexity to the algorithm of the 
implemented program. Obviously, the above expression tree construction is required for this 
analysis. 

Finally, we also consider it very important to increase the adaptability of the system because as M. 
Nadas said…”in adaptability in pedagogy we mean adaptive development/evolution that takes into 
account the aspects of unity and differentiation, whether we approach it from the needs of 
individuals, groups or institutions.” [18] In other words, it is a system of pedagogical activities that 
strives to take into account the needs of all participants in the education system at the same time. 
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It can be interpreted as a dynamic interaction of the concepts of change-reflection-
learning/innovation [22]. To make our portal adaptive, the first step can be developing a lighter 
version of educational games. With these versions, students have fewer and simpler tasks during 
the game, and in many cases they do not have to type any code, it is enough to select the appropriate 
code line from the menu, as shown in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9: Frame construction by adding components. The selected component appears on the Frame and the 
appropriate instructions are added to the code. 

We want to store the practice tasks in a question bank with a level number from 1-3 while increasing 
the number of tasks for each level. In the case of each lesson, students start a task at level 1, and 
after solving it without help, they are allowed to continue with another task at level 2. In case of 
failure or using help, students need to solve another task at level 1. This solution could lead to 
adaptive problem solving.  

Achieving full adaptability is an extremely labor-intensive task, and the curriculum as well as the 
LMS also require major modifications. Its implementation, even when using a Moodle system, 
requires a lot of work from developers [11]. The first step in this work is to identify the initial 
parameters (age, prior knowledge, learning goals, etc.) of learners using the systems. Further 
measurements are needed of users’ interactions with the digital environment: how much time they 
spent reading a lesson, solving a task, how many times they improved the solution, what order they 
followed, and so on. They are related to the possibility of contextual data collection and attach 
increasing importance to data mining technologies [8]. 

If we implement a learning algorithm (neural network or inference engine) that can “learn the 
learner’s behavior”, then the system is able to operate more efficiently: recognizing the important 
elements of the tasks, the algorithm can decide if the learner has properly learned the material. 
From then on, the number of tasks to be solved will be personalized. Moreover, by describing 
relationship networks, the direction of the step can even be determined between tasks and groups 
of tasks. 
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5. Conclusion 

In the second section of this paper, we have outlined the structure and the functionality of a 
gamified learning portal for computer programming. We have also presented the ways and methods 
of improving the effectiveness of this site by using ourself-developed LMS. A well-designed LMS 
is suitable for tracking student activity. Since we store both the coding tasks of the course and the 
users’ solutions in a database, it is possible to make the task solution part of the courses adaptive, 
which allows faster and more personalized progress in the system. Today more than 900 users have 
registered on the portal, who spent a significant amount of time learning the courses. The 
developed educational games enhanced the effectiveness of the programming course. The practical 
and independent tasks placed between the chapters of the courses greatly help to master the 
curriculum. Analysing the data, we found that there are areas in programming education that pose 
a challenge for learners. We will conduct further research in relation to these, and then develop 
solutions that will help to effectively address problems.  
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Evaluation of Block-Based and Text-Based Coding 

BERNÁT Péter 

Abstract. Beginner programmers usually have difficulties in creating syntactically correct programs. 
Some cases it is facilitated by features that help to enter text code, and in other cases by block-based 
programming that replaces conventional text-based coding. In my article, by comparing and evaluating 
the two possible types of coding, I prove that it is easier for beginners to learn block-based 
programming, but advanced programming requires transition to text-based coding. This will also be 
confirmed by three interviews with IT teachers. Then, I will point out that transition is possible within 
the same programming area and I will refer to my interviewees' experiences with the transition. 

Keywords: teaching programming, block-based coding, text-based coding, interview 

1. Block-based and text-based coding 

The creators of educational programming languages aim at making the very first steps of 
programming comprehensible and motivating as much as possible. According to a taxonomy [1] 
created by the instructors of Carnegie Mellon University these intentions can be associated with 
expressing programs, structuring programs, or understanding program execution. 

Beginner programmers usually have difficulties in creating syntactically correct programs. Some 
cases it is facilitated by features that help to enter text code, and in other cases by block-based 
programming that replaces conventional text-based coding. In block-based programming the code 
can be constructed by snapping commands as visual blocks together. These blocks can have either 
icons or text on them (Figure 1). 

 

 

Figure 1: A code in a block-based programming language that uses icons (ScratchJr) and text (Alice) 

In my article, by comparing and evaluating the two possible types of coding, I prove that it is easier 
for beginners to learn block-based programming, but advanced programming requires transition 
to text-based coding. This will also be confirmed by three interviews with IT teachers. Then, I will 
point out that transition is possible within the same programming area and I will refer to my 
interviewees' experiences with the transition. 
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When comparing, I always list in parentheses those educational programming environments that 
provide the feature in question. I examined ScratchJr (scratchjr.org), Scratch (scratch.mit.edu) and 
Alice (alice.org) block-based, and Imagine Logo (logo.sulinet.hu), RoboMind (robomind.net) and 
Small Basic (smallbasic.com) text-based programming languages. 

2. Comparison of block-based and text-based coding 

2.1. Inserting a language element into the code  

In block-based programming environments, language elements that can be inserted into the 
programming area are available in categories of blocks grouped by function (ScratchJr, Scratch and 
Alice) (Figure 2). This eliminates the need to remember their names accurately and they can be 
added to the program without typing errors. 

 

Figure 2: Categories of Scratch blocks, and some commands of the Motion group 

In some environments, entering text code is aided by automatic code completion (Small Basic). 
This feature, based on the context and the characters already typed, offers a drop-down list of 
possible keywords and identifiers that can be easily inserted (Figure 3). It also helps to recall 
language elements, but misspellings can occur, and not all programming environments offer this 
feature. 

 

Figure 3: Automatic code completion in Small Basic 
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2.2. Giving arguments to a language element 

In block-based languages, an element with its arguments form a single block, so only the right 
number of arguments can be given at the appropriate positions (prefix or infix) (ScratchJr, Scratch 
and Alice), and their role is also clear from the content of the element (Scratch and Alice) (Table 1, 
first column). 

Scratch Imagine Logo 

 
stamp 

 
setpencolour 

 
setxy 

 
word 

 
and 

Table 1: Language elements that perform the same role in Scratch and Imagine Logo; in the former language the 
number, location and role of the arguments turn out, but not in the latter one 

Also, one of the following options ensures that only a value from the right type can be given as an 
argument: 

• the shape of the argument area specifies the type (for example, in the first column of the 
table, only two logical values can be inserted into the and operation) (Scratch); 

• only values from the appropriate type can be typed in (for example, in the first column of 
the table, only numbers can be typed into the go to block) (ScratchJr, Scratch and Alice); 

• the possible values can be chosen from a drop-down list (Scratch and Alice). 

In text-based programming languages, elements do not express whether they need an argument 
and, if so, how many, from what type, in which position and for what role (Table 1, second column). 
Therefore, in some environments, a form can be opened in which the language element at the 
cursor can be parameterized, so that, just like in block-based coding, only the appropriate number 
and type of arguments can be given, whose role reveals from the form, and that are copied into the 
proper place by the environment (Imagine Logo) (Figure 4, left side). 

Another part of text-based environments provides information about parameterizing the language 
element at the cursor in a context-sensitive help (Small Basic), but still too many or too few 
arguments may be given by mistake, or may be typed incorrectly (Figure 4, right side). And there 
are environments that do not offer either option (RoboMind). 
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Figure 4: Form to help parameterize a command in Imagine Logo, 
and context-sensitive help about parameterizing the command at the cursor in Small Basic 

2.3. Creating a control structure 

As for creating control structures, the situation is quite similar. In block-based languages, a control 
structure and its instruction blocks form a single block together, so only the appropriate number 
of instruction blocks can be given to it, which can only include instructions (ScratchJr, Scratch and 
Alice) (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Selection in Scratch 

While text-based coding, a context-sensitive help can inform the programmer of the number of 
required instruction blocks (Small Basic), but still too few or too many instruction blocks can be 
declared by mistake, in which the programmer can type not only instructions. 

2.4 Syntactic correctness and indication of syntax errors 

As mentioned above, only existing and well-parameterized language elements can be used in block-
based programming, control structures can only be composed of a sufficient number of instruction 
blocks containing instructions only, and no delimiters are needed to separate instructions and 
arguments. That is why only syntactically correct programs can be composed of blocks. The 
programmer may face the fact that a step would cause a syntax error (for example, using a number 
as a logical condition) without making the error and getting an error message (ScratchJr, Scratch 
and Alice). Hence, making a mistake is not a failure, but the feedback is immediate (Figure 6). 

 

Figure 6: No numeric value, but a logical expression may be the condition of a selection in Scratch 
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Despite the help described earlier (if they are available at all), syntax errors can still occur in text-
based programming. Errors are only indicated by error messages while starting or running the 
program (Imagine Logo, RoboMind and Small Basic). As feedback is delayed, the location and 
cause of the error are not always clear, and a list of error messages can be frustrating (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: Error messages appear when starting the program in Small Basic 

2.5 Readability  

In block-based programming languages, even in complex expressions, it is clearly visible which 
instruction contain which values or sub-expressions as arguments (Scratch and Alice) (Figure 8, 
left). In text-based coding, parentheses usually help to read compound expressions (RoboMind and 
Small Basic), but you need to find the pairs of parentheses. In addition, there are some educational 
languages where the arguments are not enclosed in parentheses (Imagine Logo) (Figure 8, right). 

 

to tree :n :h 

forward :h 

if :n > 1 [ 

left 60 

repeat :n - 1 [ 

tree :n - 1 :h / 2 

right 120 / (:n - 1)] 

tree :n - 1 :h / 2 

left 60] 

back :h 

end 
Figure 8: Matching lines of a program that performs the same task in Scratch and Imagine Logo 

In block-based languages, nesting of instruction blocks is also clear (ScratchJr, Scratch and Alice) 
(Figure 8, left). In text-based coding, it is commonly facilitated with different indentations. 
However, if the programmer does not indent the lines, the structure of instruction blocks becomes 
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more difficult to understand (Figure 8, right). Therefore, some programming environments offer 
the ability to automatically indent the lines (Small Basic and RoboMind). 

2.6 Speed of entering code 

In block-based environments, to insert a new language element, you must first select the 
appropriate category in the block set and then the language element in question, which must finally 
be dragged into the appropriate location in the program code (ScratchJr, Scratch and Alice). This 
is the case for each keyword, identifier, and even operator (Figure 9). 

  

  

Figure 9: Mouse movements between the block set on the left side of the screen (not shown) and the programming 
area required to assemble the instruction shown in the lower right phase in Scratch 

The same language elements can be typed faster in a text-based programming environment 
(Imagine Logo, RoboMind and Small Basic), even if the auto-completion feature is not available. 

2.7 Extent of code 

A program code made of blocks takes up significantly more space than its equivalent text code. In 
addition to the size of the blocks, this is also because the blocks can only be connected under each 
other (ScratchJr, Scratch and Alice), while in most text-based languages the instructions can be 
written on one line (Imagine Logo and RoboMind). 

2.8 Editing in other environments 

A block-based code can only be edited within the development environment and used only as an 
image outside (ScratchJr, Scratch, and Alice). In contrast, text codes can be modified in any code 
or text editor and then copied back to the development environment (Imagine Logo, RoboMind 
and Small Basic). 

3. Evaluation of block-based and text-based coding 

For novice programmers, block-based programming is more appropriate: primarily because it is 
not possible to make a syntax error, and the shapes of the blocks increase the readability of the 
program code. An additional advantage is that blocks can contain pictograms, making coding 
accessible to the youngest children, or longer expressions that are closer to everyday speech. Self-
experimentation is also supported by the fact that all language elements are available in the block 
set. Research has also shown that block-based programming is easier for novice programmers [2], 
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and those who have previously studied block-based programming may achieve measurably better 
results in text-based programming [3]. 

On the other hand, it is not by accident that text-based coding is characteristic of professional 
programming: programmers experienced in using keyboard enter text faster by typing. For 
advanced programmers who have less trouble following syntactic rules and who produce a 
significant number of programs, text-based coding is more efficient. 

4. Interviewees' opinions on block-based and text-based coding 

An interview is a qualitative research method that allows for in-depth questioning and thus reveals 
perspectives, motivations, and correspondences for the researcher [4]. My first interviewee has 
been teaching 2–8 grade students for four years in a programming school in an educational 
environment in which both text-based and block-based coding is possible. The second is from an 
elite high school and teaches text-based programming in normal classes, but also block-based 
programming in her programming study groups. The third is also a computer science teacher at a 
reputable high school, however, only teaches text-based programming languages. 

Without giving any specific points of view, I asked them to compare the two types of coding based 
on their experiences. The interviews were conducted anonymously, and for their processing I used 
the method of categorization [5]. According to this method, I grouped the arguments for block-
based coding first and then for text-based coding. 

4.1 Arguments for block-based coding 

My interviewees stated that language elements were more easily accessible in block-based programming. “It 
is not necessary to know what instructions exist, they can be found in the menu, even without the 
help of a teacher.” (Interviewee 3) 

It was highlighted that it was easier to generate syntactically correct code from blocks. “Block 
programming is good because syntax errors cannot be made, only semantics; from this point of 
view it is better than text coding.” (Interviewee 1) “It's easier to generate error-free code using 
blocks as a novice programmer.” (Interviewee 2) 

They spoke about the better readability of the code made of blocks. “In my opinion, block-based 
programming is clearer than text-based: for example, it is easier to see the relationship of nested 
loops or selections. The alignment of the code is flawless and regular, while, for example, there are 
several habits for aligning the text in text-based coding, some of which often make it difficult for 
me to read the code.” (Interviewee 1) 

It was considered important that blocks could be used for replacing typing. “It's a great relief for a 
lower grade student if she/he doesn’t have to type instructions, only their parameters.” 
(Interviewee 1) “Block-based languages are able to make programming available to young children 
who are not yet familiar with letters and numbers, and to young people who are not yet able to 
type efficiently, around 4–6 grade.” (Interviewee 2) 
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4.2 Arguments for text-based coding 

My interviewees also pointed out the advantages of text-based coding, such as faster input. “A very 
simple problem can be solved easily with blocks. However, as the complexity of the task increases, 
the effectiveness of this method reduces, as it becomes time-consuming to tinker up the solution 
with the mouse instead of typing.” (Interviewee 1) “To write down a letter 'f' and then a number 
is much faster than searching for the forward instruction on a panel, dragging it to the screen with 
the mouse, and then typing the argument in the right place.” (Interviewee 3) 

They also highlighted that the smaller extent of text codes was more practical. “It's also very difficult to 
put together the code of a larger application in a block-based environment.” (Interviewee 2) “If 
you already have a lot of elements on the screen, you can’t get a good overview of the program in 
either remote or close-up view, and it’s often not clear when and what happens. Of course, the text 
code can be long and does not necessarily fit on the screen, but at the same time it is more 
motivated to split the code into procedures that are enough to refer to in the right place. So, I think 
when a student is already above a certain level, text programming is more adequate.” 
(Interviewee 3) 

The experiences, arguments and counterarguments of my interviewees support my previous 
evaluation. 

5. Transition from block-based to text-based coding 

The easiest way of transition from block-based to text-based programming is using a development 
environment that supports conversion between the two types of coding. In such an environment 
the same (correct) code can be viewed and edited in both modes. An example is the micro:bit 
(microbit.org) minicomputer's Microsoft MakeCode (makecode.microbit.org), which allows users 
to switch between a block-based language and a text-based one built on the JavaScript syntax 
(Figure 10). 

  

Figure 10: The same program in block and text view in Microsoft MakeCode 

Of course, syntactically incorrect text code cannot be executed or converted back to block-based. 
In this case, programmer can request to restore the latest flawless version. 
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Transition from block-based to text-based programming is also possible even if the block-based 
environment does not allow to switch between the two types of coding. In order to have only one 
novelty at a time – the changed programming language – it is advisable to continue programming 
within the same area. For example, the Scratch and Imagine Logo programming languages provide 
this, since the former is block-based and the latter is text-based and in both it is possible to solve 
many types of exercises of turtle graphics (Figure 11). Both have objects (sprites and turtles) that 
have a pen and can be controlled by matching commands. 

  

Figure 11: The result of the two matching programs shown in Figure 8 in Scratch and Imagine Logo 

My publication Solving Logo Contest Problems in the Scratch Programming Language [6] can help the 
transition between the two languages, in which I compared the capabilities of the two programming 
languages in turtle graphics, and discussed the solution of a number of Logo Contest problems in 
Scratch, grouped by problem types. 

6. Interviewees' experiences on transition 

My first interviewee reported that students at their programming school “found text coding and its 
keywords very exciting and wanted to learn all very quickly” and “didn't miss block-based coding”. 
This is probably because most students who attend that school are very receptive to programming. 

However, the two high school teachers said that they often had to motivate their block-
programmer students. “If you like block-based programming and you are keen on it, you don't 
really want to switch to text coding on your own. […] Some people, for example, realize that an 
algorithm to find prime numbers cannot be made effectively in Scratch. And then we can search 
together for a programming language that can be used more efficiently. However, in my experience, 
most Scratch users do not come to this idea by themselves.” (Interviewee 2) “It was painful for 
him to switch, because he used to use blocks. And he didn't like typing very much.” (Interviewee 
3) My second interviewee, on the other hand, emphasized that a student who had previously 
programmed in a block-based environment “had a very good approach to programming and 
program design which was very useful in starting text-based programming. He had understood the 
control structures easily and accustomed to syntax rules without much difficulty.” 
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7. Conclusion 

In my article, I compared and evaluated the two types of coding independently of other features 
of educational programming languages, and I found that for beginners the block-based, while for 
advanced programmers, the text-based programming is more advantageous. 

I believe that for beginners, regardless of age, block-based programming should be proposed, 
which is used in teaching introductory programming not only in public but also in higher education 
[7]. I personally believe that although text-based coding is clearly more efficient in advanced 
programming, the block-based view conveys the structure of the programming language better 
than plain text. 
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Introducing the Gender Aspect into Hungarian IT 
Education1 

SZLÁVI Anna 

Abstract. The IT sector has been rapidly growing; in fact, a high number of jobs are expected to remain 
unfilled, which makes it our common interest to attract more students to this field. The striking scarcity 
of women in the IT sector offers an obvious solution: if more women could be involved, the labor 
shortage in IT could be fixed. The low number of women in IT has strong ties with IT education; 
therefore, the role and responsibility of teachers is immense. If we want to have more workforce and 
more competent professionals in the IT sector, educators need to create a more hospitable environment 
for girls and women in (both secondary and tertiary) education. The present study aims to show why it 
is key to introduce the gender aspect into IT education, both globally and specifically in Hungary. The 
primary goal of the article, thus, is to call attention to the repercussions of entrenched gender stereotypes 
in education, while also offering specific methods that can make IT-related classes more inclusive. 

Keywords: IT, IT education, STEM education, gender, stereotypes 

1. Introduction  

The IT sector has been on the rise. In fact, it has been predicted to grow by 7.6% by the end of 
2020, which means that almost 800,000 vacancies will remain unfilled in Europe. [1] At the same 
time, only around 16.5% of ICT professionals are women in the EU28 zone according to the 
statistics of Eurostat, the European Commission’s primary database, as of October 2019. In 
Hungary, the situation is particularly severe: the EC’s statistics reveal that in 2018 women 
constituted only 9% of those employed in the sector, which is the lowest in the EU28 zone. [2] 
With a better involvement of women in the tech industry, the EU’s – and particularly Hungary’s – 
GDP could be increased by millions of euros each year, EC concludes. 

The present scarcity of women in IT has obvious ties with IT (and overall STEM) education. The 
stereotypes that link science to men, and thus, to boys, are revealed to be primary causes of 
women’s, and girls’, exclusion from fields connected to science. [3] According to Nosek et al.’s 
cross-national research, cultures that tie gender (specifically masculinity) to science discourage 
women to be accepted and perform well in STEM2. The role and responsibility of educators, 
therefore, is immense. If we want to have more workforce and more competent professionals in 
the IT sector, educators need to create a more hospitable environment for girls and women, both 
in (secondary and tertiary) education.  

It has been declared that IT classes need to be diverse [4], interactive [5], and cooperative [6]. The 
present paper claims that this is not enough. IT classes, in addition, need to be sensitive to social 
identities and social stereotypes as well, including those connected to gender. It is vital that the 
educator considers not only the unique skills and competences of students, but also their cultural, 
ethnic, or gender identities, counterbalancing possibly harmful social stigmas. The present study, 
thus, aims to show why it is essential to introduce the gender aspect into IT education, both globally 
and specifically in Hungary. The primary goal of the article is to call attention to the repercussions 
of entrenched gender stereotypes in education. Revealing that the low representation of girls and 
women in IT is not only a theoretical problem but social and technological as well, the paper 

 

1 Throughout the paper, “IT education” will be used as an umbrella term that refers both to secondary Informatics 
education and tertiary Computer Science education. 

2 STEM is the acronym of Science, Technology, Education, and Mathematics. 
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pursues to offer specific methods and practices that can make IT-related classes more inclusive, 
thus involving more girls and women in the IT sector, specifically in Hungary. 

2. Theoretical background 

2.1. The concept of gender 

In the past decades, numerous international and Hungarian researchers turned their attention to 
the issue of gender. [7,8,9,10] Various disciplines, such as linguistics [11], social sciences [12], 
psychology [13], and pedagogy [14], have revealed that gender inequality and discrimination is 
pervasive: globally women are at significant disadvantage, compared to men, in a number of areas 
of life. For example, girls are left out of the education system more often and/or earlier than boys 
due to child marriage, pregnancy, family duties, sanitation problems, or poverty, among others [14]. 
When growing up, women are less likely to work in well-paid positions, or when in the same 
position they are typically paid less than men. [15] 

As for leadership and politics, women have a much lower representation worldwide than men (see 
[16]). Apart from education and empowerment, women are in a less advantageous position 
regarding safety as well: 1 in every 5 women is a victim of domestic violence, perpetrated by a male 
(see [17]). In addition, even after the assault happened, women get less than necessary protection: 
the discourse of trying rape and harassment cases still often involves victim-blaming. [18] In sum, 
women tend to lack equal opportunities regarding education, wealth, power, protection, and safety. 
It is so mainly because of mainstream ideology, based on binaries and gender stereotypes, which 
creates and maintains a gender-based hierarchy. [19] 

As for the Hungarian context, the country has been part of the OECD since 1996 and the 
European Union since 2004; as such, Hungary is supposed to be among the most progressive 
communities in the world regarding human rights. If we look at the statistics, however, we are 
faced with a different reality. According to a recent worldwide survey [20], Hungary is among the 
40 countries with the largest gender pay gap in the world, and among the 10 with the worst political 
representation for women. Both of these results place Hungary as one of the worst both within the 
OECD region and the EU concerning equal opportunities. 

Patriarchal gender relations have a long history in Hungary [21]; thus, gender inequality is not a 
new phenomenon. Nevertheless, in the last decade gender equality became one of the most severe 
within the region. While in 2006 the country held the 55th position on the above mentioned Global 
Gender Gap list, 10 years later Hungary doubled its score, positioning itself in the worst third. In 
other words, it is crucial to address gender inequality in Hungary, and particularly women’s low 
representation in leadership and power, in order to be able to influence change. In her recent 
comprehensive study, Szlávi analyzed contemporary Hungarian discourses to reveal the depths of 
entrenched gender stereotypes, concluding that all main domains of popular communication, 
including language use, media, advertising, and even art are imbued with gender-based inequalities. 
[22] 

2.2. Gender in IT 

Both globally and locally, gender inequalities pose serious problems to our society. The IT sector, 
one of the economically most influential industries in the world, is no exception. Women are at a 
disadvantage even in this field. If we observe the highest level of the sector, we will find a low 
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number of women in the management positions of the world’s three most prominent IT 
companies; Apple, Microsoft, and Amazon. At Apple there are 4 women for 12 men, at Microsoft 
3 women for 12 men, and at Amazon 6 women for 11 men (see apple.com, microsoft.com, 
aboutamazon.com).  

Nevertheless, it is not only the management level that reflects severe inequalities, but it is the whole 
of the IT world. Kirkup’s survey, studying the IT sector of the UK, the USA, Canada, Taiwan, 
Ireland, and Spain, uncovered both horizontal and vertical division of labor and inequalities within 
the sector. [15] The main finding of the research is that women are underrepresented in IT 
professions. For one, there are emphatically fewer women in the technical or engineering segments 
of the field; instead, they typically work in non-professional roles such as sales (horizontal 
inequality). For two, the women that do get employment in the IT sector are typically paid less 
and/or work in a lower status than their male colleagues (vertical inequality). For three, in certain 
countries it also appeared to be a trend that women that end up working in the sector have a higher 
degree than men. Finally, Kirkup’s research revealed that not only employment but also 
advancement shows different patterns when it comes to gender: men are promoted faster than 
women even if their leadership skills are reported to be weak. 

More and more scholars [23,24,25] are turning their attention to the low representation of women 
in the field, which keeps raising awareness. Thanks to this, we can witness an increasing number 
of initiatives that attempt to turn the findings into a call for action, with the goal of enhancing the 
participation of girls and women in STEM fields. Besides the large-scale global projects3, we can 
list some initiatives that strive to ameliorate the acute inequality in these fields even in Hungary. As 
an example, see “Lányok napja”, that is, ‘Girls’ Day’ (http://lanyoknapja.hu). “Lányok napja” is an 
annual nation-wide event dedicated to promoting the STEM sector for high school girls through 
diverse programs offered to them by universities and companies, that is, their potential places of 
education and employment.4  

Overall, though, the attempts to involve a fair amount of girls in the field are limited in success. 
There are still just a handful of women in – well paid and / or influential – IT positions, which 
leads to a shortage of role models for the younger generations. Role models play a crucial role in 
inspiring students to pursue a certain field. When examining the impact of role models in the media 
about science, specifically mathematics, Lócska and Kovács concluded that the attitudes of high 
school students towards maths was positively affected by popular movies such as Hidden Figures 
[26]. The 2016 American film is (mainly) about the contributions of three African American women 
to NASA’s aeronautical success. The movie not only portrays the STEM field in an attractive light 
but it also pays tribute to the role of women in the field. While such works of popular culture are 
undeniably inspirational, the scarcity of visible women role models in present-day IT poses a 
serious obstacle. Without approachable and living female role models, girls are left without the 
encouraging evidence that it is a woman’s path too, thus few of them venture into the field. In 
addition, the discouraging or even hostile attitudes, of some men and boys, towards women that 
do get into IT remain unchallenged, making it hard for women to remain in the sector. In other 
words, the gender stereotypes that brought about, and keep on maintaining, the unequal situation, 
namely that women are not good at objectivity and logic, hence science, nor are they interested in 
such fields, remain unquestioned. [15]  

 

3 Some such projects are girlsintech.org, girlswhocode.com, and www.womenintechnology.org among others. 

4 Originally, Girls’ Day is an European initiative dating back to 2000, which Hunary joined in 2012. 

http://www.womenintechnology.org/
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It must be noted that the absence of women in IT is not just a matter of social injustice. Apart 
from the fact that the low representation of women in this well paid and highly prestigious 
profession makes the overall and pervasive gender gap even more serious, it also has tangible and 
concrete technical repercussions. Who makes the software, the program, and the algorithm 
influences the software, program, and algorithm itself. If women are typically only users, and not 
developers, of IT [27], the female perspective, or more broadly diversity, will be missing from the 
process of creation and development. 

The lack (or scarcity) of women, or generally that of diversity, in the programming team poses 
problems in several domains of IT. To demonstrate this, let us observe a popular field of AI 
technology, that of facial recognition. Facial recognition, which uses machine learning, works 
properly if it operates in an accurate and unbiased way, which entails gender-neutrality as well. Yet, 
according to recent research done by MIT, most face recognition softwares (Microsoft, Face++, 
and IBM) fail to operate in an accurate, unbiased, and gender-neutral way. Buolamwini and Gebru 
pointed out that these softwares do not work with the same precision and efficiency when it comes 
to the faces of women, especially women of color, as they do with (white) men [28]. Their error 
rates of the above listed facial recognition systems were 23%, 36% and 33% (respectively) when 
recognizing black women’s faces, while with white men there was hardly any error. 

According to Buolamwini and Gebru, the training sets used in machine learning were not adequate: 
(gender and ethnic) diversity was underrepresented in the samples, and likely in the programming 
teams as well [28]. Buolamwini, furthermore, warns that stereotypes and biases – or invisibility that 
maintains lower social status – can easily get into the algorithms, thus into the programs as well, 
further promoting and reinforcing injustice. It is especially the case if the programming team is not 
diverse enough so the members could watch out for the blind spots, or the unconscious biases, of 
each other. [29] 

Facial recognition systems are pervasive, as they can be used for a myriad of purposes. To mention 
their most widespread usage, it is worth noting that even smartphones are equipped with general 
face recognition software nowadays. But the same face recognition technology forms the basis of 
more specific applications as well; for example, emotion recognition programs, enabling people on 
the autism spectrum or people with visual disabilities, are built on this technology as well. In 
addition, crime prevention and policing also applies similarly trained facial recognition programs 
[28]. It is easy to see that if the basic face recognition algorithm is biased (regarding gender, 
ethnicity, or anything), it can have severe consequences in such situations; misidentifying a 
perpetrator is not a minor mistake, sometimes not even one that can be undone. 

As the study about facial recognition shows, a diverse, inclusive, and cooperative developer team 
is undeniably vital. It is for a broader social good that gender-inclusivity and diversity must be put 
as a priority. In addition, business-focused research seems to suggest the same, only on different 
grounds. Frehill and McGrath Cohoon’s investigation points out that diverse teams perform better 
and bring innovation [23]. Thus, they reiterate that it is not only for a social good but also for the 
economy that diversity should be addressed and enabled.  

2.3. Gender in IT Education 

It is clear that the involvement of women, just as other social groups, in IT is our common – social, 
economic, and technological – interest. To enhance gender balance in the field, IT education has a 
central role. 
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According to Ramirez and Kwak’s analysis of UNESCO’s statistics about university enrollments 
between 1970 and 2010, women’s participation in tertiary programs has been steadily rising all over 
the world [30]. In 2010, women comprised already 50-60% of all enrolled students. As for STEM 
programs, however, the improvement was less significant: while there is some global progress 
regarding women’s involvement, it is not as much as what we can see regarding women’s overall 
presence at universities. In 2010 women still failed to constitute half of the students pursuing 
STEM majors; the numbers were stuck at 30-40%. In Hungary, women’s participation has always 
been lower; around 24%. What is more, Hungary is one of the four countries, on the list of more 
than a hundred, where the participation of women in engineering and science majors not only failed 
to make a leap but it actually decreased during the past decades: from 24.7 to 23.1%. 

In 2012 a Hungarian technical university decided to conduct a large-scale survey in order to find 
out why Hungarian high school girls are reluctant to choose engineering majors [31]. As the main 
finding of the research it was concluded that girls decide to stay away from engineering/IT mainly 
because they had bad experiences in high school STEM classes. Many of the high school girls who 
were asked complained not only about the content of physics and maths (and other STEM) classes 
but also about the attitudes of their teachers. Some of the educators involved in the survey 
confirmed these negative stereotypes themselves by making generalizing statements such as girls 
are worse at science, girls are less smart, etc. In fact, a number of these teachers were aware of their 
tendency to treat students differently based on their gender. 

The research was interested in uncovering girls’ attitude towards IT as well. Some of the main 
findings include that girls labeled IT and engineering as “masculine” fields. They also added that in 
their opinion reconciling such careers with “feminine duties” such as family life was hard.  

From the above statements it is apparent that gender roles as social constructions [8] have a great 
impact on the career choices of students. In other words, one of the key findings of the study was 
the connection of gender stereotypes with the low number of women in STEM.5 Whether 
educators feed or challenge such stereotypes largely determines what professions students can 
imagine suitable or appropriate for themselves. Therefore, if IT teachers strived to create gender-
neutral environments, or ones which openly defy social stereotypes, it could positively affect the 
career choices of their female students, while also sensitizing male students.  

3. Gender-Inclusive Practices in IT Education: A Case Study 

3.1. Background 

After identifying the problem, it is crucial to discover what we can do to mend gender imbalance 
in IT education. According to Bonder, there have been three different approaches to deal with the 
issue, which are: “to fix the numbers,” “to fix the institutions,” or “to fix the knowledge.” [32] 

The first approach entails that we focus on the very result; that is, after acknowledging the problem 
that there are few women in IT programs, we attempt to simply increase their presence in the 
student body. Even if achieved, this, however, does not guarantee that the change will be 
sustainable. Mainly so because the infrastructures of the institutions will remain unchanged; that is, 
still more adapted to men and more challenging for women (to name some of such elements: the 

 

5 To read a more detailed analysis of the research, check [33]. 
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overwhelming majority of male instructors, the advancement inequalities, or the lack of facilities 
that would enable women with young children to complete a program).  

Realizing that only some of women’s challenges can be mended simply by adding more female 
students into the institutions, the second approach, “to fix the institutions,” turns to overcoming 
the institutional barriers that keep women away from the majors and the field. Thus, this approach 
focuses not only on the result but also on some of the reasons that brought about those results 
(for example, by creating nursing rooms for women with children). Unfortunately, however, even 
this approach fails to address the roots of the problem, the social conception of structured gender 
inequality, which jeopardizes a long term success.  

The third approach, which proposes the concept of “fixing the knowledge” in order to mend 
women’s scarcity in IT, tries to go to the root of the problem. According to this idea, only if we 
educate people about gender balance starting as early as in school can we bring about sustainable 
change. How an educator can make inclusive IT classes is not an easy question, though. In the 
following, we will go through some of the main theoretical concepts, then a case study will 
demonstrate one of the possible ways they can be put into practice. 

It is emphatically important how educators in primary and secondary schools approach their 
classes, as students are still in the phase when they can decide for or against pursuing an IT career. 
For a primary or secondary school teacher, therefore, it is crucial to be aware of the gender 
stereotypes related to their field, along with their potential impact. To do that, they first of all need 
self-reflection, as Lipovits et al. point out [34]. In addition, tolerance, open communication, equity, 
fairness, and social sensitivity [34] are also crucial, not only for enhancing gender balance but also 
to create versatile, diverse, and cooperative working groups. 

Next to the educator’s attitude, teaching methods have a central role as well. A diverse student 
group can be motivated and inspired by diverse tasks [15]. In other words, presenting from multiple 
angles what IT is capable of is more likely to engage students and reveal the true potential of 
technology (and a career in technology). It is also necessary to realize that solving tasks in pairs or 
in groups, that is, in cooperation, makes the learning process more effective [6] and more 
motivating. Additionally, the content of the tasks should also be chosen consciously: multicultural 
study materials can be inspiring and at times even liberating. Kátai suggests the use of training 
materials with ethnic and cultural content [35]; in a similar vein gender diversity could also be an 
important element of our materials. 

In summary, it is an essential goal, and actually a requirement, of 21st century educators of primary 
and secondary schools to help girls become creators, not only users, of technology. It should be a 
conscious aim to present not only why IT is exciting and useful, but also that it is an available career 
path for girls (too). As a consequence, raising students’ awareness of role models and success stories 
related to women in IT can make the field more attractive and more widely chosen. 

University educators have much fewer students to help thrive in or deter from IT careers, yet their 
role and responsibility cannot be underestimated. Their task is not primarily to raise interest but 
more to keep students in the field and to educate them to become conscious, socially sensitive, and 
inclusive IT professionals. In order to do this, Margolis and Fisher claim that it is essential to 
humanize and contextualize programming [36]. What this means is that university educators need 
to demonstrate the social aspects of IT, on the one hand, and to connect it with various fields and 
disciplines, on the other. Next to these principles, the authors consider teamwork and cooperation 
to be the methodological pillars of inclusive tertiary IT education. It is so because such settings can 
encourage tolerance and inclusion to be at the core of the programming process. Finally, the 
authors underscore the importance of providing female students with role models, which can be 
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done through mentorship programs in which students are teamed up with female scholars or 
professionals. [36] 

3.2. Case Study 

The following case study from the author’s own teaching practice is to demonstrate how an IT-
related course can be put together using methods that support gender-inclusivity and diversity. 
First the setting of the course will be explained, then the material and methodology will be detailed. 

In 2018 a new, four-semester-long Computer Science (CS) program was launched at the Faculty of 
Informatics at Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest. In the frames of the program, students are 
expected to learn and practice professional English language use, not just programming, given that 
most of the CS literature is in English. The two-semester-long language course, scheduled for the 
first two terms of the program, is compulsory; that is, all students take part in it and, what is more, 
at a crucial time of their studies. Depending on the current enrollment, the groups of the course 
are made up of 12-18 students; in 2018/2019 that meant 2 groups, while in 2019/2020 there were 
4 of them. The present case study is intended to introduce this course, running for two years now.  

The course, whose purpose is to acquaint students with CS topics and materials in English from 
around the world and make them engage in discussions related to IT, is not an IT class strictly 
speaking, at least not one about hard skills. Despite this, the principles and practices that will be 
presented are useful and usable in hard skills, programming courses as well. For one, because the 
course is in fact very tightly connected to IT, as its primary goal is to bring IT topics closer to and 
more accessible for CS students early in their studies. For two, because the principles and the 
methods that underlie this course are general, thus transferrable to other types of classes.  

For designing the course, Margolis and Fisher’s recommendations [36] served as methodological 
tools. In order for IT classes to be efficient, the authors underline the importance of using 
teamwork and cooperation when solving tasks; humanizing and contextualizing programming; and 
presenting role models as part of the study material. The specific circumstances of the course also 
had to be taken into consideration. There were two factors that emphatically called for the 
application of Margolis and Fisher’s tools: on the one hand, the large number of students, with 
different competence levels, within a group made it impossible to plan a lot of – undifferentiated 
– frontal classwork. Instead, group and pair work seemed to be more suitable as that way students 
could and were forced to help and complement each other while solving tasks together. On the 
other hand, as the student body was (and has been) overwhelmingly homogeneous regarding 
gender and ethnicity (the majority has been white, male, and Hungarian), it was also obvious that 
diversity, difference, and inclusion had to be brought into the class through the study materials. 
Altogether, both with the methods (of differentiated education and teamwork) and the contents 
(of diverse materials and contextualized tasks), the course was aimed to improve students’ 
cooperational and social skills, in order to make them better language users, but also better 
programmers.  

As for the content of the course, it was designed primarily to demonstrate the human side, the 
social context, and the diversity of IT to students who are interested but may not yet be deeply 
experienced in IT. The course was divided into two parts (semesters) in a way that the materials 
did not only connect to but also derived from each other. While the first part was supposed to 
build the foundations of the coursework, the second was meant to elaborate on and deepen the 
concepts and the skills. All the communication, skills development, or analytic activities of the 
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course were based on eight, high-quality, English-language TED-talks6 covering a specific IT topic. 
They are the following: 

● Agüera y Arcas, Blaise: How PhotoSynth can connect the world’s images 

● Arar, Raphael: How we can teach computers to make sense of our emotions 

● Bracy, Catherine: Why good hackers make good citizens 

● Buolamwini, Joy: How I'm fighting bias in algorithms 

● Feinberg, Danielle: The magic ingredient that brings Pixar movies to life 

● el Kaliouby, Rana: This app knows how you feel – from the look on your face 

● Lupi, Giorgia: How we can find ourselves in data 

● Redmon, Joseph: How computers learn to recognize objects instantly 

In the middle of the coursework and at the very end of it, students were asked to do self-reflection 
related to the course material. Both in graded and ungraded frameworks, they were asked to share 
their opinions on ideas such as “cooperation,” “social responsibility,” “tech values,” and “role 
models” in the connection of the analyzed tech talks, and generally IT. 

3.3. Discussion 

The course material was compiled in order to reflect and emphasize the diversity, the rich variety 
of contexts, and the human aspects of IT, so students can more easily find themselves in and 
connect with CS.  

As one of the guiding concepts of the course, diversity appeared in the material on several levels. 
First of all, the speakers were selected so they can represent and present different subtopics within 
IT in order to showcase the wide options within the field. Next to expertise, the identity of the 
speakers were also meant to be a testament of difference (and inclusion). Regarding their ethnicity 
and origins, the speakers are not at all homogenous: there are white and black tech experts; 
European, American, and African IT professionals. Religion and sexual orientation appear as a 
matter of choice as well. Finally, as far as gender is concerned, it was a very conscious decision to 
include a fair number of women among the presenters. Five of the eight speakers are women (C. 
Bracy, J. Buolamwini, D. Feinberg, R. el Kaliouby, and G. Lupi), as figure 1 shows. With this, the 
course aimed to clearly demonstrate, both to the few female students and to the masses of male 
students, that women also have a place in IT. By watching such role models speak, students could 
realize that women can be authentic, inspirational leaders and experts of IT as well. Altogether, the 
course material was designed to make (both male, female, and non-binary) students conscious of 
the fact that IT is, and has to be, a diverse field, in the gender aspect and many others.  

 

6 TED (www.ted.com) is a series of conferences mainly about Technology, Education, and Design (hence the 
acronym), whose high-quality and mainly English-language talks are freely accessible on their website. For most of the 
talks, subtitles and transcripts are also available, which makes them not only thought-provoking professional 
presentations but also easy to use language learning materials. 
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Figure 1. The female presenters of the IT-related TED talks used in the course 

As Margolis and Fisher emphasize, it is also essential to contextualize IT [36]. As it was mentioned 
before, all the talks present a specific and different area within technology, such as computer vision, 
object recognition, animation, data visualization, and so on. Each of them place their respective 
technology within a specific context, offering insight into what can be done with coding. To give 
an example, one of the speakers (el Kaliouby) demonstrated in her talk that machine learning can 
be used for the development of emotion-enabled apps which can facilitate emotion recognition. 

Besides giving context to IT, it was also an important goal to humanize it. Even in this aspect all 
the selected talks fare well: each of the speakers stress the importance of social responsibility when 
putting their specific technology to practice. To demonstrate this, it is best to continue elaborating 
on the previously mentioned video. When talking about her company that works with emotion 
recognition, el Kaliouby was quick to emphasize the social relevance of such technology. She 
explained that an emotion enabling app can not only help people who are visually impaired or are 
on the autism spectrum decode emotions, it can also assist all of us to communicate and connect 
better with our tools and each other. The fact that every speaker approached their topic in a similar 
matter, not failing to mention the social importance of their projects, students could become aware 
that social responsibility is key in IT, even if this aspect is rarely addressed during their CS studies. 

In order to check the effectiveness of the methodology, students were asked to reflect on various 
concepts, core to the course, multiple times. Both at the end of the first term and at the end of the 
second term, in practice and in test situations they had to contemplate on (1) what they think about 
cooperation and teamwork, (2) what they consider to be the main social values in IT, and (3) who 
they were inspired by. This way, the course not only offers them situations to practice the values 
Margolis and Fisher define to be effective learning tools, such as groupwork, the humanization and 
contextualization of IT, and role models, but it also makes them become conscious of them.  

A selection of students’ short self-reflective essays is found in the Appendix. Three of the main 
topics are listed: in Appendix 1 their opinion about collaboration, in general and in IT in particular, 
is summarized; in Appendix 2 their stance on social values and tech values is detailed; and Appendix 
3 lists their confessions about their role models as future IT experts.7 Going through the entries in 
Appendix 1, we can see that students believe that cooperation is crucial not only for efficiency and 
swiftness, but also because team members can complement each other and produce more diverse 

 

7 The excerpts were not categorized according to the students’ gender, for one, because sensitivity about the gender-inclusiveness 

of IT is desired from both (or all) genders; for two, because students were not asked to specify their gender during the course. 

The selection aimed to highlight the diversity of their responses, thus avoiding the binary bias of gender stereotypes. 
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and socially more inclusive solutions. As for values in IT, students listed equality, inclusiveness, 
diversity, and lack of discrimination. Some of them even addressed that it is their responsibility as 
future programmers to respect and enforce these values. Finally, when students were asked which 
speaker inspired them throughout the course, they responded in a lengthy and passionate way. It 
is also worth noting that several speakers were named, not just one, which shows that the diversity 
of people can be inspired by the diversity in the course material (Appendix 3). It is worth noting 
that multiple students underlined that they could relate to the personal stories (often about initial 
struggles) of the speakers and that seeing them succeed gave them hope that they would too. 
Especially female students seemed to verbalize such impressions. 

In sum, with the course I have made a conscious attempt to place IT in a setting that embraces 
diversity, overcomes stereotypes, and celebrates social responsibility, both with its choice of 
content and methodology. Besides enforcing the general idea of diversity, the course specifically 
strived to provide support and inspiration for female students, through the presentation of female 
role models and the discussion of equity and equality in IT, so that they persist and thrive in the 
IT field.  

4. Conclusions 

The goal of the present paper was to explain why it is important to approach IT education from a 
gender perspective. Due to social stereotypes infiltrating classrooms (as well), girls and women are 
gravely underrepresented in the IT sector, which has serious social, economic, and technological 
ramifications. The role of IT educators is huge in this process. By questioning entrenched gender 
stereotypes related to IT (and STEM in general), along with enabling diversity and cooperation 
within the classroom, teachers can have a beneficial impact on the gender balance in the IT world. 
The second half of the paper aimed to give some practical guidance about how this can be done. 
The case study of a recent, and as a matter of fact ongoing, IT(-related) course of the author’s was 
meant to show how the notions of cooperation in classwork, the contextualization and 
humanization of the IT topics, and the presentation of role models can be implemented to 
overcome gender stereotypes and celebrate diversity.  
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Appendices8 

Appendix 1: Collaboration 

1) “I think collaboration in general is important because people have different abilities and talent. 
If they work together, anyone can add something. By this they can create a better result. On the 
other hand, it’s important because teammembers came in different environment. They have diverse 
thoughts, feelings, ideas. And because of that, they can reduce prejudice and bias.” 

 

8 The essays were not corrected or modified for the sake of authenticity. 
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2) “We need to unite as people to accomplish far greater things than before. It would be faster, 
more efficent. I personally feel more happy if I could see bigger and better collaborations with 
time.” 

3) “I think collaboration is important because we all have different ideas and opinions. By working 
together we can assure that the final product of our work will reflect us all. Collaboration is specially 
inportant in programming, because usually a person only works on a specific part of the project, 
so we should be able to work together in order to finalize the project successfully. Based on the 
Civic Hackers video, and also based on real life experiences, when people work together for one 
common goal, they are more successful than as individals. If a lot of people join togheter, they can 
make real changes in the world.” 

4) “In my oppinion, collaboration is the most important thing in life. Also, if you collaborate with 
others, you can get other ideas, other visions about a thing. In Civic Hackers, they involved 
everyone. In class, we devided the task and everyone worked alone on a part, and then we discussed 
the whole thing. I think this is one is a better way of collaboration.” 

Appendix 2: Values 

1) “There are some issues, that we have to fight against: neutrality, privacy protections, and internet 
acces (for not everyone).” 

2) “Some tech values would be inclusiveness and diversity, so the technology can be accessed and 
used by the widest possible audiences, without discrimination.” 

3) “As we get more and more dependent on digital technology, it is clear, that programmers and 
software developers have way more power, but also more responsibilities. We/they have to 
recognize this, otherwise they can contribute to bad practices such as racial discrimination as we 
seen in the algorithmic bias video. However, the same power can also be used for benefiting society 
(as we seen in the civic hackers video). Developers have to have values in mind when innovating, 
to keep technology easily accessible and also beneficial for all people.” 

4) “Tech must serve everyone in an equal way, nobody should be discriminated by tech. Tech 
should focus on people and it must connect them together not separate them. Tech is should be 
more personal and it don’t have to be cold.” 

Appendix 3: Inspiration 

1) “I found Danielle Feinberg and her talk about her work at Pixar very interesting, and inspiring. 
How she struggled with her future plans, and found her way to the work she does now was familiar 
to me. And the way she described how the computer science and programming knowledge she 
learned could be used to express her artistic desire and passion was truly heartwarming and 
inspiring.” 

2) “One of my inspirations was the girl who talked about algorythmic bias. Before I saw that video 
I havent thought about this problem before, but after viewing that video, I just thought that this 
should get more attention.” 

3) “I liked the presenter who talked us about civic hacking the most, because she showed us a new 
way to participate in activities, which can help for every member of the society, and many small 
acts can solve huge problems of the government.” 
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4) “Personally, I found the Pixar movie video the most inspiring. I can relate to the talker being 
interested in art and programming simultaneously, and her desire in wanting to conbine them. At 
the moment I am learning animation and film making, and I also have a sertificate in photography. 
By learning programming I can widen my future possibilities at pursuing a carrier. It can help me 
create my own website for my portfolio. And maybe later I will learn to make computer games by 
combining my artistic and programming skills. To see someone who have already done that and 
has been successfull, gives me hope for the future.” 

5) “The one who had the biggest effect on me was clearly Catherine Bracy. She showed how action 
of the everyday people can make a big difference. She presented many interesting examples, where 
people stood up for themselves, made better systems for their own good and contributed to public 
services. Sometimes it just seems like people are not willing to sacrifice the time and energy to make 
change, they only complain, and wait for the change to come form above. However, she showed 
us that if the platform is set up (like the Oklahoma “write-a-thon” or the challenge issued in Mexico 
city) people are happy to contribute. As a future programmer, this infected me with new ideas 
about how I could make such “platforms” in the future, and how to get people involved.” 

6) “I was inspired the most by the Pixar women. She and her childhood dream gave me a push that 
I needed in programming. I love to draw too, just like programming, and according to her, some 
day maybe I can bring these two togeather. My biggest dream is to become a Web designer or a 
Game developer, and if she could make that, I can do it too.” 

Teaching materials 

Agüera y Arcas, B. (2005). How PhotoSynth can connect the world’s images. TED. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/blaise_aguera_y_arcas_demos_photosynth 
Arar, R. (2017). How we can teach computers to make sense of our emotions. TED. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/raphael_arar_how_we_can_teach_computers_to_make_sense_of_o
ur_emotions 
Bracy, C. (2013). Why good hackers make good citizens. TED. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/catherine_bracy_why_good_hackers_make_good_citizens 
Buolamwini, J. (2016). How I'm fighting bias in algorithms. TED. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/joy_buolamwini_how_i_m_fighting_bias_in_algorithms 
Feinberg, D. (2015). The magic ingredient that brings Pixar movies to life. TED. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/danielle_feinberg_the_magic_ingredient_that_brings_pixar_movies
_to_life 
el Kaliouby, R. (2015). This app knows how you feel – from the look on your face. TED. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/rana_el_kaliouby_this_app_knows_how_you_feel_from_the_look_
on_your_face 
Lupi, G. (2017). How we can find ourselves in data. TED. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/giorgia_lupi_how_we_can_find_ourselves_in_data 
Redmon, J. (2017). How computers learn to recognize objects instantly. TED. 
https://www.ted.com/talks/joseph_redmon_how_a_computer_learns_to_recognize_objects_in
stantly 
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https://www.ted.com/talks/raphael_arar_how_we_can_teach_computers_to_make_sense_of_our_emotions
https://www.ted.com/talks/catherine_bracy_why_good_hackers_make_good_citizens
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https://www.ted.com/talks/giorgia_lupi_how_we_can_find_ourselves_in_data
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Classical Programming Topics with 
Functional Programming 

VISNOVITZ Márton 

Abstract. In traditional Hungarian programming education programming theorems are the foundation 
of learning programming. These generic algorithm patterns are traditionally introduced using the 
imperative programming paradigm with sequences, loops, and conditions. After learning about 
programming theorems and basic algorithms the next step is usually to go in the direction of object-
oriented programming. One possible way to approach object-oriented programming is through 
enumerators: the implementation of enumerable data types and the application of programming 
theorems on them. To prove that these classical programming topics, programming theorems and 
enumerators can also be implemented with the principles of functional programming we present 
implementations using the functional programming paradigm along with concepts from object-oriented 
programming. With these we aim to prove that it is possible to introduce programming theorems and 
enumerators in introductory programming with functional programming as well. This paper also 
presents the possibility of a higher-order-first approach to programming education and the possible 
educational advantages this method. 

Keywords: introductory programming, programming theorems, functional programming, object-
oriented programming, enumerators, higher-order-first approach 

1. Introduction and state of the art 

In introductory programming the choice of first programming language and the corresponding 
first programming paradigm has a very important role. Based on the foundation of programming 
paradigms several strategies for teaching introductory programming exist, such as the algorithm-
first, imperative-first, functional-first, hardware-first, etc. approaches [1]. In Hungarian literature a 
slightly different naming convention is present [2] but the core concepts are basically the same.  

Based on our investigation of the curricula of the most renowned universities in Hungary that have 
some form of Computer Science (CS) of Computer Engineering (CE) program1, in Hungarian 
practice an algorithm-first approach is used in most cases starting with basic input-output 
operations and basic control structures and algorithms. This is usually followed up by the learning 
about the object-oriented paradigm. Some universities also introduce the functional paradigm early, 
along with the imperative and the object-oriented paradigms. The training programmes of the top 
US and European universities with CS or CE programs2 follow a similar pattern, however courses 
on functional programming are more prevalent. This shows that alongside the usual imperative-
first and algorithms-first approaches [3] the functional-first approach is also relevant [4,5] in current 
practice. 

The goal of this paper is to show that it is possible to use the tools of functional programming to 
introduce various topics of the classical algorithm-first and object-oriented-second methodologies, 
namely programming theorems and enumerators, and to show the analogies between the classical 

 

1 Eötvös Loránd University, University of Debrecen, Budapest University of Technology and Economics, University of Szeged, 
University of Pécs 

2 Stanford University, MIT, Carnegie Mellon University, Harvard University, University of Oxford, ETH Zurich, University of 

Cambridge, Imperial College London 
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and functional implementations. Based on the findings of this investigation we also present a 
possible direction for creating a new methodology for early programming education. 

2. Programming theorems 

Classic Hungarian programming education primarily uses the algorithm-first, object-oriented-
second approach based on the determinative works of Szlávi and Zsakó [6] that were also published 
in the booklet series Mikrológia [3,7,8]. One of the core concepts of this so called “Systematic 
programming” methodology is the usage of programming theorems. Programming theorems are a 
group of basic algorithms that provide solutions to generic group of algorithmic problems 
[7,9,10,11]. They also provide a framework for problem-solving by making the specification, 
planning and implementation of algorithms straightforward by using an analogy-based approach 
[10]. Szlávi and Zsakó identify eleven such programming theorems [7,11], the system of Gregorics 
has seven [9,10]. While there is a large intersection between the two lists, the names of theorems 
can vary. There is also a third source of naming conventions to consider: the vocabulary (keywords) 
of programming languages. In this paper we follow the naming conventions used by most 
programming languages to refer to the programming theorems. 

All programming theorems can be defined as a function that takes one or more collections of 
values as input. The type of the values in these collections can be arbitrary. Hereinafter we will use 
the generic types X (and Y) to refer these types. Szlávi and Zsakó group the programming theorems 
into two categories based on the number of their inputs and outputs [7,11] Based on this 
categorization they identify the following groups: 

In the first category there are programming theorems that take a single collection of values as an 
input and output a single value:  

• Reduction (also called Folding): Returns a single value by applying a combining function 
systematically to a cumulative value and each element in the input collection. The 
combining function takes two values of type X and produces a single value of type X. 

• Maximum Selection: Returns a single element (or its index) from the input collection that 
is the maximum (or minimum) based on some comparison between elements. 

• Counting: Returns a single integer value that is the number of elements in the input 
collection that meet a certain condition. 

• Decision: Returns a single logical value that shows whether the input collection has any 
values that meet a certain condition. 

• Selection: Returns the first element (or its index) from the input collection that meets a 
certain condition (existence of such item is guaranteed by the precondition). 

• Search: Returns the first element (or its index) from the collection that meets a certain 
condition if there is any such element. 

The second category has programming theorems that take one or more collections of values as an 
input and output one or more collections of values: 

• Mapping: Returns a new collection in which each element is a transformed version of the 
value of the element with the same index in the input array. The transformation is done by 
some transforming function that takes a value of type X and returns a value of type Y. 

• Filtering: Returns a new collection that contains those and only those elements in the 
input collection that meet a certain condition. 
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• Partitioning: Returns two collections. The first contains elements from the input 
collection that meet a certain condition, the second contains those elements that do not. 

• Intersection: Takes two or more sets with elements of type X and returns a new set that 
contains those elements of the input sets that are present in all of them. 

• Union: Takes two or more sets with elements of type X and returns a new set that contains 
all values that are present in any of the input sets. 

2.1. Imperative and functional implementations 

In classical algorithm-based programming we use the core concepts of imperative programming 
(i.e. statements, loops, and conditions) to implement programming theorems. In the following 
sections we provide the formal signature for each programming theorem and two implementations 
for each: the classic implementation using imperative programming and an implementation using 
functional programming with the concept of folding. The goal of this comparison is to prove that 
the programming theorems can be introduced through not only imperative but functional 
programming as well.  

Notes for the implementations 

For the following code examples a programming language or algorithm/function-description 
method had to be chosen [1,2,12,13]. For the purpose of the demonstration we chose the 
TypeScript programming language3 as it is a multi-purpose programming language that supports 
many programming paradigms (including imperative, functional, and object-oriented); thus, we can 
use it in all examples. This helps with the transition between the concepts that we present in the 
following sections. 

The syntax of TypeScript follows the conventions of C-style programming languages making the 
code easier to read. TypeScript also has support for static type annotations and template functions 
and classes. This makes the following code snippets generic for any input and output value types. 
All the implementations below are written as template functions and classes (using generic types X 
and Y). Another reasoning for choosing the TypeScript programming language for the 
demonstration is that TypeScript (and the JavaScript language that it is a superset of) has a lot of 
properties that are beneficial from an educational point of view. [14,15] 

The TypeScript programming language has a special value called undefined that represents a 
missing on uninitialized value. We used this undefined value for the Search theorem to represent 
“no output”. Implementations of some programming theorems assume a non-empty array as an 
input. Checking for this precondition is not present for more concise code. We also used some 
aliases for built-in types and values for the same reason. The list of these aliases can be seen in 
Table 1. For the functional implementations we use the array destructuring4 ([x0, ...xs]) and 
conditional statement (a ? b : c) features of TypeScript. All functional code snippets with the 
exception of the Selection theorem are based on pattern matching with conditional statements: if 
the input collection has exactly one element/has no elements then return some value, otherwise use a recursive formula 
to calculate the result. If a programming theorem cannot accept an empty input, then the first check 

 

3 https://typescriptlang.org  

4 https://www.typescriptlang.org/docs/handbook/variable-declarations.html#array-destructuring  

https://typescriptlang.org/
https://www.typescriptlang.org/docs/handbook/variable-declarations.html#array-destructuring
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is whether there is only one element left in the collection. If an empty input collection is accepted, 
then we check whether the first element is undefined (i.e. the input is empty). 

Alias (symbol) Meaning TypeScript value/type 

Z integer type number (type) 

R real type number (type) 

B logical type boolean (type) 

T true logical value true (value) 

F false logical value false (value) 

U undefined type and value undefined (type, value) 

Table 1: Aliases used in the code examples 

Reduction, Counting, Maximum Selection 

type ReduceTheorem  = <X> (x: X[], f: (s: X, e: X) => X) => X 
type MaximumTheorem = <X> (x: X[], m: (a: X, b: X) => X) => X 
type CountTheorem   = <X> (x: X[], p: (e: X) => B)       => Z 

Function signatures of the Reduction, Counting and Maximum Selection theorems 

The Reduction (a.k.a. Folding, Sequential computing [11] or Summation [10]) programming 
theorem has two variants. The first takes the first value of the input collection and uses it as the 
starting value for the cumulation. The second variant uses a starting value (often named f0) for the 
reduction. This second version is more general but, in most cases, we use a value that is neutral for 
the f function so that the starting value does not change the result (e.g. 0 for addition, 1 for 
multiplication). This means that most of the time this starting value can be omitted, and we can 
start the reduction with the first element of the input. 

In the following example we show the implementation for the first variant of the Reduction 
theorem that does not use the starting value. This means that only non-empty inputs can be 
accepted for the theorem. The Reduction theorem starts with the first element of the input then 
applies the f function to the current result and the next element of the collection until all elements 
of the input have been processed. 

reduce: ReduceTheorem = (x, f) => { 
  let s = x[0]; 
 
  for (let i = 1; i < x.length; i++) { 
    s = f(s, x[i]); 
  } 
 
  return s; 
} 

 

reduce: ReduceTheorem = ([x0, ...xs], f) =>  
  xs.length === 0 ? x0  
  :                 f(reduce(xs, f), x0) 

Imperative and functional implementations of the Reduction theorem 

The Maximum Selection theorem [10,11] takes the function m as an input which is a function that 
returns the maximum of two values based on some ordering. The theorem then uses this function 
to calculate the “larger” value of the current maximum and the next element in the input. This 
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concept is the same as the Reduction theorem where the f function of the reduction is the m 
“maximum” function. 

maximum: MaximumTheorem = (x, m) => { 
  let s = x[0]; 
 
  for (let i = 1; i < x.length; i++) { 
    s = m(s, x[i]); 
  } 
 
  return s; 
}; 

 

maximum: MaximumTheorem = ([x0, ...xs], m) =>  
  xs.length === 0 ? x0  
  :                 m(maximum(xs, m), x0) 

Imperative and functional implementations of the Maximum Selection theorem 

The Counting theorem’s [10,11] implementation is based on the concept of adding ones and zeroes 
for each element in the input based on whether they meet the p condition. 

count: CountTheorem = (x, p) => { 
  let s = 0; 
 
  for (let i = 0; i < x.length; i++) { 
    if (p(x[i])) { 
      s += 1; 
    } 
  } 
 
  return s; 
} 

 

count: CountTheorem = ([x0, ...xs], p) =>  
  x0 === U ? 0 
  :          (p(x0) ? 1 : 0) + count(xs, p) 

Imperative and functional implementations of the Counting theorem 

Decision, Selection, Linear Search 

type DecideTheorem = <X> (x: X[], p: (e: X) => B) => B 
type SelectTheorem = <X> (x: X[], p: (e: X) => B) => X 
type SearchTheorem = <X> (x: X[], p: (e: X) => B) => X | U 

Function signatures of the Decision, Selection and Linear Search theorems 

The Decision theorem [11] is one of the theorems that is missing from Gregorics’ list [10]. It takes 
the predicate p as an input and uses it to decide whether there is any element in the collection that 
satisfies p. Both the imperative and the functional (due to lazy evaluation) implementations stop 
the evaluation if a “good” value is found. 

decide: DecideTheorem = (x, p) => { 
  let i = 0; 
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  while (i < x.length && !p(x[i])) { 
    i++; 
  } 
 
  return i < x.length; 
}; 

 

decide: DecideTheorem = ([x0, ...xs], p) =>  
  x0 === U ? false  
  :          p(x0) || decide(xs, p); 

Imperative and functional implementations of the Decision theorem 

The Selection [10,11] and the Search [11], (aka. Linear Search [10]) theorems are very similar. Both 
take a predicate p as an input to find an element in the input that satisfies p. The main difference 
is that for the Selection theorem we have an extra precondition: there is at least one element for 
which p is true. That is why we do not have to check if we reached the end of the collection. 

select: SelectTheorem = (x, p) => { 
  let i = 0; 
 
  while (!p(x[i])) { 
    i++; 
  } 
 
  return x[i]; 
}; 

 

select: SelectTheorem = ([x0, ...xs], p) =>  
  p(x0) ? x0 : select(xs, p); 

Imperative and functional implementations of the Select theorem 

The Search theorem does not have this precondition. Some implementations return a logical value 
that indicates whether we found any element for which p is true. Other implementations return a 
special value for inputs without a “good” value. In our implementation we return undefined if 
there are no element in the input for which p is true. 

search: SearchTheorem = (x, p) => { 
  let i = 0; 
 
  while (i < x.length && !p(x[i])) { 
    i++; 
  } 
 
  return i < x.length ? x[i] : U; 
}; 

 

search: SearchTheorem = ([x0, ...xs], p) =>  
  x0 === U ? U 
  : p(x0)  ? x0  
  :          search(xs, p); 

Imperative and functional implementations of the Search theorem 
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Mapping, Filtering, Partitioning 

type MapTheorem       = <X, Y> (x: X[], f: (e: X) => Y) => Y[] 
type FilterTheorem    = <X>    (x: X[], p: (e: X) => B) => X[] 
type ParitionTheorem  = <X>    (x: X[], p: (e: X) => B) => [X[], X[]] 

Function signatures of the Mapping and Filtering theorems 

The Mapping theorem (aka. Copying [11]) has an additional generic type Y present in its function 
signature. The reason for this is that the f function may transform values to a different type than 
the type of the input values (e.g. mapping strings to their lengths). This theorem’s implementation 
is based on either the option to add a new element to an array (push) or the ability to construct a 
new array by listing the elements of another array using the spread operator (...). 

map: MapTheorem = (x, f) => { 
  let s = []; 
 
  for (let i = 0; i < x.length; i++) { 
    s.push(f(x[i])); 
  } 
 
  return s; 
}; 

 

map: MapTheorem = ([x0, ...xs], f) =>  
  x0 === U ? []  
  :          [f(x0), ...map(xs, f)]; 

Imperative and functional implementations of the Map theorem 

The Filtering theorem (aka. Multiple Item Selection [11]) uses a similar concept as the Mapping 
theorem. The difference is that instead of changing the values of the input collection when we copy 
it to the output collection, we may omit some elements based on the predicate p. It is also similar 
to the Search theorem with the exception that it does not only search for the first value that satisfies 
the p condition but creates a collection of all of such elements in the input. 

filter: FilterTheorem = (x, p) => { 
  let s = []; 
 
  for (let i = 0; i < x.length; i++) { 
    if (p(x[i])) { 
      s.push(x[i]); 
    } 
  } 
 
  return s; 
}; 

 

filter: FilterTheorem = ([x0, ...xs], p) => 
  x0 === U ? [] 
  : p(x0)  ? [x0, ...filter(xs, p)]  
  :          [...filter(xs, p)]; 

Imperative and functional implementations of the Filter theorem 
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The classic imperative implementation of the Partitioning theorem [7,11] is just a more efficient 
algorithm for applying the Filtering theorem twice. It uses a single loop for both filters thus making 
the algorithm faster. 

Unlike other theorems Partitioning returns two values (two collections) as an output. In the 
implementations below we used a TypeScript array to return both collections at the same time. 

partition: ParitionTheorem = (x, p) => { 
  let s1 = [], s2 = []; 
 
  for (let i = 0; i < x.length; i++) { 
    if (p(x[i])) { 
      s1.push(x[i]); 
    } else { 
      s2.push(x[i]); 
    } 
  } 
 
  return [s1, s2]; 
}; 

 

const partition: ParitionTheorem = ([x0, ...xs], p) =>  
  x0 === U ? [[], []] 
  : p(x0)  ? [[x0, ...partition(xs, p)[0]], [...partition(xs, p)[1]]] 
           : [[...partition(xs, p)[0]], [x0, ...partition(xs, p)[1]]] 

Imperative and functional implementations of the Filter theorem 

Intersection, Union 

type UnionTheorem     = <X> (x: X[], y: X[]) => X[] 
type IntersectTheorem = <X> (x: X[], y: X[]) => X[] 

Function signatures of the Partitioning, Intersection and Union theorems 

Even classically the Intersection and Union theorems are just combination of other theorems 
[7,11]. The Intersection theorem can be viewed as the combination of the Filtering and the 
Decision theorems, while the Union theorem is basically a Mapping theorem plus the combination 
of again Filtering and Decision. For this reason, we do not detail the implementations for these 
theorems. 

2.2. Programming theorems with higher-order functions 

In addition to using folding and recursion, another way of implementing programming theorems with 
functional programming would be by using basic higher-order functions. The higher-order functions 
reduce, map, and filter are present in practically every programming language that supports 
functional programming (names may vary). Using only these three higher-order functions, it is 
possible to create easy “one-liner” solutions for all programming theorems (see figure below). This 
means that introducing only the concept of higher-order functions and these three basic functions 
are enough to easily solve problems that require the usage of programming theorems. 
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reduce       = (x, f) => x.reduce(f) 

count        = (x, p) => x.filter(p).length 

maximum      = (x, m) => x.reduce(m) 

decide       = (x, p) => x.filter(p).length > 0 
select       = (x, p) => x.filter(p)[0] 

 

search       = (x, p) => x.filter(p)[0] 

map          = (x, f) => x.map(f) 

filter       = (x, p) => x.filter(p) 

partition    = (x, p) => [x.filter(p), x.filter(e => !p(e))] 

Functional implementation of the theorems with higher-order functions 

As seen in the code snippet above, reduce, map, and filter are exactly equivalent with the 
corresponding Reduction, Mapping and Filtering programming theorems. All the other theorems 
can be implemented using only these three higher-order functions. Many functional programming 
languages provide built-in functions for more than only these three theorems (e.g. in TypeScript 
the some method for the Decision and the find method for the Selection and Search theorems). 
However, reduce, map, and filter are very common in real-life programming and are enough to 
provide an “easy-enough” solution to the rest of the theorems.  

Szlávi and Zsakó group programming theorems based on whether their output is a single value or 
one or more collections of values [11]. Another way to group them could be based on their form 
in functional programming. It is possible to group the theorems into three distinct categories based 
on which higher-order function can be used for their implementations. 

Reduction Filtering Mapping 

Reduction 

Maximum Selection 

Filtering 

Decision 

Searching 

Counting 

Partitioning 

Mapping 

Grouping theorems based on their implementations with higher-order functions 

It is also possible to implement the functional Mapping and Filtering theorems using the Reduction 
theorem just like in imperative programming [11,16], however that would result in overly 
complicated solutions for many theorems.  

3. Enumerators 

One of the classic ways to follow up an introductory, algorithm-first programming education is to 
continue with the means of data encapsulation and proceed towards object-oriented programming. 
This usually leads to the introduction of abstract data structures, classes, and objects. Another 
approach for proceeding towards object-oriented programming is with enumerators. Classic 
(imperative) enumerators are data types that have the following properties [9,17]: 
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• It is possible to point to its first element (based on an internal ordering), 

• step to the next element, 

• ask for the currently pointed element, 

• and ask if the enumeration has ended. 

The classic, imperative implementations of programming theorems all work with such 
enumerators. Using the interface of enumerators all the array and indexing specific code in the 
programming theorem can be easily replaced. [17]  

interface Enumerable<X> { 
  first   : () => void; 
  next    : () => void; 
  current : () => X; 
  end     : () => boolean; 
} 

Interface for “classic” enumerators 

const reduce = <X>(x: Enumerable<X>, f: (s: X, e: X) => X) => { 
  x.first(); 
  let s = x.current(); 
 
  for (x.first(); !x.end(); x.next()) { 
    s = f(s, x.current()); 
  } 
 
  return s; 
} 

Implementation of the Reduction theorem using “classic” enumerators 

Collections are a subtype of enumerators that store values of a specific type that can be 
enumerated [9]. They extend the Enumerable interface by a method that allows the addition of an 
element into the collection. This is required to implement programming theorems that output not 
only a single value but one or more new collections (e.g. Mapping, Filtering). 

interface Collection<X> extends Enumerable<X> { 
  add : (e: X) => void; 
} 

Interface for collections 

3.1. Functional enumerators 

It is also possible to create enumerators for the functional implementations of programming 
theorems as well. This requires creating a new definition for functional enumerators to suit our 
requirements. The requirements for a functional enumerator are the following: 

• It is possible to decide whether it is empty, 

• ask for the first (head) element, 

• ask for the rest of the elements (tail) – i.e. elements except for the first. 
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Programming theorems for such enumerators can be implemented as standalone functions or as 
methods of an enumerator class itself [18]. If we use the latter method, we must use an abstract 
class instead of an interface to be able to implement the theorems as class methods. As for the 
methods of the Enumerable interface, we leave them as abstract methods, showing that these must 
be implemented for each specific enumerator (e.g. sequential input file enumerator, range 
enumerator, etc). The theorems can still use these abstract methods in their implementations. 

interface Enumerable<X> { 
  isEmpty : () => boolean; 
  next    : () => X; 
  rest    : () => Enumerable<X>; 
} 

Abstract class and methods for “Functional” Enumerators 

This functional enumerator interface can also be extended to allow the addition of an element. The 
signature of this extension to create the Collection interface is similar to the method required for 
classic collections. The main difference is that as in functional programming it is not allowed to 
change the internal state of an object, we must construct a new object when we add an element to 
a collection. 

interface Collection<X> extends Enumerable<X> { 
  add : (e: X) => Collection<X>; 
} 

Interface for “functional” collections 

3.2. Programming theorems for functional enumerators 

Programming theorems for functional enumerators can be implemented either as standalone 
functions or methods on the enumerator with the folding method that is shown in Section 2.1. The 
main difference between the two approaches is that if a theorem is implemented as a method then 
it does not have to take the collection as an input parameter, it is automatically passed via the this 
reference. As shown in Section 2.2, we only need to implement three methods, reduce, map, and 
filter to have access to all programming theorems.  

As with these enumerators we target functional programming it is important that the theorem 
implementations work in accordance with the main principles of functional programming. This 
means that none of the theorems can change the internal state of an enumerator (they should be 
immutable) and must return a new enumerator when necessary. 

abstract class CollectionWithTheorems<X> extends Collection<X> { 
  abstract isEmpty : ()     => boolean; 
  abstract first   : ()     => X; 
  abstract rest    : ()     => CollectionWithTheorems<X>; 
  abstract add     : (e: X) => Collection<X>; 
 
  reduce = (f: (s: X, e: X) => X): X =>  
    this.rest().isEmpty() ? this.first() 
                          : f(this.rest().reduce(f), this.first()); 
  map = <Y> (f: (e: X) => Y): MappableCollection<Y> =>  
    this.empty()          ? this.constructor() 
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                          : this.rest().map(f).add(f(this.first())); 
  filter = (p: (e: X) => B): FilterableCollection<X> =>  
    this.empty()          ? this.constructor() 
    : p(this.next())      ? this.rest().filter(p).add(this.first()) 
                          : this.rest().filter(p); 
} 

Abstract class with the signatures and folding-based implementations of programming theorems 

4. Educational considerations 

In classic programming education we usually follow an algorithm-first, object-oriented-second 
approach. With this method the focus in early programming is on the low-level concepts, i.e. how 
things work and how to implement basic algorithms. With a functional-first approach the same can 
be said if we start with the low-level concepts first, like pattern-matching or folding. This approach 
results in a bottom-up learning process. 

However, there is the possibility to start programming education with a higher-order-first approach. 
This would mean that programming is introduced with high-level, functional-style programming: 
using collections and the reduce, map and filter functions as shown in Section 2.2. This would 
allow students to easily solve most data-processing tasks easily using high-level tools. Based on our 
experiences in various introductory and web programming courses and our experience with 
teaching pupils in summer camps [15] this top-down learning approach can emphasise problem-solving, 
giving student early satisfaction and quick success to keep their motivation high. Principles of 
object-oriented programming could also be introduced early by data-encapsulation with classes and 
objects and data-processing methods. It would also be possible to use this approach combined 
with web technologies, web programming in the browser, and the principles of the constructionist 
learning theory to create a motivating and efficient framework for learning programming [15].  

In later stages of a higher-order-first educational approach, it could be possible for students to learn 
about the internal operation of the functional theorems by creating custom enumerable data 
structures. The implementation of the theorems on custom enumerators could be either in a 
functional or imperative style thus focusing on how things work. This approach could help students 
to learn about various programming paradigms and how to combine them. 

As such higher-order-first approach would initially only use the Reduction, Mapping and Filtering 
theorems as shown in Section 2.2, some other theorems will be less efficient than some other 
implementations. One example would be the Partitioning theorem that is solved by applying the 
Filtering theorem twice in succession (thus iterating through the input two times), however on a 
lower level it can be solved by a single iteration over the input collection. In a top-down learning 
approach this lack of efficiency is not necessarily an issue, as the focus is on solving problems. 
Most of the times we do not require highly efficient programs and working with the occasional 
sub-optimal theorem implementation is perfectly fine. Also, some programming languages provide 
many built-in higher-order functions that solve more theorems efficiently similarly to how the 
reduce, map and filter functions solve the Reduction, Mapping and Filtering theorems. In later 
stages of the learning process the efficiency aspect can be covered in more detail as well, and more 
effective solutions can be implemented with imperative or low-level functional programming. 
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5. Conclusions 

Programming theorems and enumerators form a solid foundation for classical algorithm-first, object-
oriented-second programming curriculums that are very popular all over the globe. This approach 
emphasises understanding the low-level concepts of programming and how to use those concepts 
to build more and more complex algorithms and data structures to solve problems. It is possible 
to use functional programming to implement the same programming theorems and enumerators. 
This means that it is possible to create a functional-first programming curriculum that is analogous 
to this classic method as it uses the same programming theorems and enumerators as its 
foundation. 

With functional-style programming and higher-order functions three programming theorems are 
enough to provide concise albeit form an efficiency perspective sometimes sub-optimal solutions 
to the rest of the theorems. Practically every programming language that supports functional 
programming have these three programming theorems available as higher-order functions out of 
the box. Based on these functions it could be possible to create a higher-order-first curriculum for 
teaching programming. This approach would facilitate a problem-solving centred learning process 
and would focus less on the low-level inner workings of programming theorems in the early stages 
of learning programming. In later stages it could also be possible to work our ways towards 
implementing new enumerators and other data structures that give a deeper understanding of the 
underlying algorithms or functional constructs. The browser and web programming combined with 
a constructionist learning methodology could provide a suitable environment for learning activities 
using this higher-order-first approach, thus they could hold great potential as a platform for learning 
programming using this methodology. 
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